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On the MG conditional connective αち 
or towards restoring the image of the Greek culture* 

 
Eliza Kitis 

 
 

Abstract 
 
There has been a claim regarding the monosemicity or un-ambiguousness of the 
connective αち/an of Modern Greek (MG), as compared to its translational equivalent if 
in English – with the additional claim that the Greek culture is far less ambiguous than 
the English (Athanasiadou, 1997). In this paper, my aim is to restore the picture of the 
MG conditional connective αち/an, てn the basis of an examination of real data, 
demonstrating that, despite the existence of connectives such as iちほ, ‘while’, αφてへ, 
‘since’, and うたα ‘if ’[cond.temporal]), MG αち can function, not only as a conditional 
connective, but also as a concessive and adversative one, signifying factuality as well, 
just like its English counterpart. Moreover, I will advance the thesis that both English if 
and MG αち are used in contrastive and concessive contexts, as well as conditional ones, 
as strategic devices of rhetorical structures.  
 
Key words: conditionality, adversativity, concessivity, if, αち, rhetorical constructions, 
antinomial constructions, hypotheticality, Modern Greek 
 
Notice on my son’s door 
If you are, a pervert, a crook, a creep, a swindler, a slave trader, a Colombian drug 
lord, a smuggler, a pimp, a burglar, a drifter, a tramp, a drunkard, Hitler, a Nazi, a 
lazy bum, a communist, and especially a memberΝofΝthisΝfamily…KEEP OUT!!!  

                                                           
* I would like to thank the young Greek scholars of the Department of Classics, University of Cambridge, 
and especially Io εanolessou for literally ‘hosting’ me at the Departmental library and assisting me with 
the bibliography. I also need to acknowledge my debt to the University library of Cambridge and the 
library of the Department of Classics as the present work was written during my stay at Cambridge. I also 
thank Ad Foolen and Savas Tsohatzidis for corrections and useful suggestions. 



On the MG conditional connective αち 

 
1. Introduction 
 
This paper has a rather ‘interventionist’ character, as it is a response to 
claims made by  Athanasiadou (1997) henceforth AA, in relation to the 
main monolexemic conditional subordinator of Modern Greek (MG) αち/an 
or iうち/ean, the translational equivalent of English if1.  
 While the latter has been claimed by several researchers to function, not 
only as a conditional connective, but also as a concessive and adversative 
one, signifying factuality, on the other hand, MG an has been claimed to 
unambiguously signify conditionality, but not concession or adversativity. 
On account of the alleged validity of this finding, also allegedly supported 
by an examination of other MG concessive connectives, that is, on the 
assumption that the domains of conditionality, concession or 
adversativeness are non-overlapping, divergent domains in Greek, the 
additional claim has also been advanced that the Greek culture is far less 
ambiguous than the English one (AA). 

Conditional sentences are the foundation of logic, the cornerstone of 
syllogistic reasoning, and as such conditionals are the mortar of causation, 
explanation, confirmation, disposition, general laws and universal 
quantification. Conditionals are pivotal in scientific explanation, too, and 
all these areas mentioned here form a compact cluster of related issues in 
philosophy, in general: in metaphysics, philosophy of language, 
philosophy of science, but also in psychology and, more recently, in 
cognitive science and knowledge representation systems (Elio and Pelletier 
1λλι)έ This awareness then sanctions the epithet ‘primordial’ for the 
conditional connective (Kitis 1999). 

Conditionals, just like all the other logical connectives, are truth 
functional. The conditional is true in all cases except when the antecedent 
is true and the consequent false.  

Why are conditionals then so significant in all these domains? The 
answer has to lie in its potential for projecting the human mind into realms 
yet untrodden, in other words into the realm of irrealis, possible worlds, 
alternative worlds, fictional worlds. If this is so, then conditional markers 
must have a non factual value, i.e. they must signal conditionality, 
hypotheticality, speculation, etc. Indeed, in Greek the same marker is used 
for indirect questions, conditional sentences and wishes. This is not 
surprising (cf. Akatsuka 1986, Traugott 1985, Wakker 1994) as conditions 

                                                           
1 For the time being we assume that the two subordinators are equivalent variants, though 
this need not be so (cf. Nikiforidou and Katis 2000, although I would not subscribe to 
their claims, see Κてυkてへπさ-Κさkお [Koutoupi-Kitis] 2002). 
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and indirect questions point to disjunctive situations signaling uncertainty, 
on one hand, while wishes are placed in the sphere of irrealis, on the other.  

In what follows I will address this issue of factuality in relation to 
conditional sentences. I will demonstrate that, despite what has been said 
and the inherent irrealis character of conditional markers, the MG 
conditional marker (e)an can be used in contexts in which the protasis of 
the conditional denotes factual states of affairs or events. In other words, it 
can be used as a reality conditional marker introducing factual protasic 
propositions. This should not be surprising in view of similar potential of 
the English conditional marker if. If and similar markers in other languages 
(Saloné 1λκγ) have been shown to be able to signify factuality, too, 
contingent on contextual factors or even on co-textual ones; that is, it is 
often the case that the surrounding co-text gives rise to a factual 
interpretation of if. The potential for signifying factuality is a prerequisite 
for a conditional marker to develop meanings in the domains of 
concessivity and adversativity.  

ώowever, it has been claimed by χχ that “in ύreek there is no such 
case as if extending to concession or adversativeness, and thus causing 
ambiguities. As far as adversativeness is concerned, in Greek this is a 
domain with no overlapping or convergence with the other two domains 
[conditionality, concessivity]” (1ζ)έ τn the basis of this claim χχ 
advances an argument relating to the nature of the two cultures. She 
concludes: 
 

“The present paper was an attempt to show that the … three conceptual domains 
[conditionality, adversativity, concessivity] are independent domains but they exhibit 
different pictures in different languages. In English the domains converge towards one 
another, which adds to the assumption that the English culture seems to be a far more 
ambiguous culture compared with the Greek one in which the domains diverge from 
one another”έ (1ζ) 

The aim of this paper is precisely to show that her claim relating to the 
divergence of the domains in Greek is unfounded and further that any 
claims relating to the diminished ambiguity of the Greek culture on 
account of the absence of convergence of such domains is, to say the least, 
unfortunate. In what follows, I will first re-identify (following the 
literature) the contexts in which if has been found to develop concessive 
and adversative meanings, and then examine the behaviour of MG (e)an in 
such contexts. It will be shown that the MG conditional connective, too, 
displays a similar behaviour, developing both concessive and adversative 
meanings. I will also briefly review χχ’s proposed classification of εύ 
concessive conditionals in order to demonstrate the vacuity of both the 
criteria assumed and the emergent classification. In the next section, 
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however, I will present Kőnig’s (1λκθ) classification of types of 
conditional and concessive clauses and their typical properties, as a 
starting point for this discussion. 
 
 
2. Basic distinctions 
 
Kőnig (1λκθ) distinguishes several types of conditionals on the basis of the 
semantic relation between the component clauses of the complex 
conditional construction: 
a. Conditionals, which entail neither their antecedents nor their 

consequents. 
b. Concessive irrelevance conditionals, which share properties with either 

type a or type c. As a result this type is often classified either with type 
a or type c.2 

c. Concessives, which entail both their component clauses. 
While in simple conditionals of type a the consequent is related to a 

certain condition, in type b, concessive irrelevance conditionals, the 
consequent is related to a set of conditions. This set can be specified by a 
disjunction (1a), a universal or ‘free-choice’ quantifier (1b), or a focus 
particle as in (1c): 
1.  a. Whether he is right or not, we must support him. 

b. However much advice you give him, he does exactly what he wants to do. 
 c. Even if you drink (only) a little, your boss will fire you (Kőnig 1λκθμ βγ1) 
As is clear, concessive conditionals entail their consequents and are truth 
functional, since in logic it is sufficient that the consequent be true even 
when the antecedent is false for the conditional sentence to be true.3 So this 
type satisfies material implication conditions:    
2. Irrespective of whether p or ~p, q. 

 
χccording to Kőnig, this analysis is supported by morphological 

evidence as well. Indeed, in Greek, too, the connectives used for structures 
such as (1a) are derived from the conditional marker:4 
1ai. 《かkiΝえぬiすΝhかせすてΝiかkiΝhiちΝえぬiす,ΝπとえπiすΝちαΝkてちΝυπてjkさとかつてυたi. 
 ‘Whether he is right or not, we must support him’ 
 
iかki(eite) derives from the Ancient Greek (AG) conditional connective is(ei): 

                                                           
2 Cf. Fraser (1969). 
3 Here we assume that conditionals have truth conditions ignoring other views (Mackie 
1962, Edgington 1986,1995). 
4 Cf. Wakker (1994). Such clauses introduced by eite (either, or) are termed conditional 
clauses in Tzartzanos (1946[1989]) and Holton et al. (1997). 
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is ki   <     is   +     ki 
either   <   if(disj) +   and(conj.) 
 
Table 1 from Kőnig (μ βγζ) summarizes the various properties of the three 
types: 
 
Table 1. Types of conditionals 
___________________________________________________________ 
I. a. Conditionals 
  i. typical form: if p, (then) q 
  ii. entailments: - 
 b. Concessive (irrelevance) conditionals 
  i. typical form: 1. Whenever p or ~p, q 
       2. ( x) (if p, q) 
       3. Even if p, q 
  ii. entailments: q 
  iii. implicature: (x) (if x, then normally ~q) 
 c. Concessives 
  i. typical form: even though / although p, q 

ii. entailments: p, q 
  iii. presupposition: if p, then normally ~q5 
___________________________________________________________ 
 
χs Kőnig (1λκθ) notes, conditionals introduced by simple connectives are 
not normally interpreted as concessive conditionals. For example, (3) and 
(4) are very different in their interpretations, even though truth functionally 
they are equivalent: 
 
3. ΑちΝπすiすなΝせとαjか,ΝhiちΝしαΝえとしのέ  

‘If you drink wine, I’m not coming’έ 
4. ΑせふたαΝせすΝαちΝπすiすなΝせとαjか, hiち しα えとしのέ  

‘Even if you drink wine, I’m not coming’έ 
 
The differential interpretation lies in what Geis and Zwicky (1971) called 
‘invited inference’ or ‘conditional perfection’έ (γ) invites the inference that 
if it is not the case that p, then there will be no q: (i) P  Q invites an 
inference of the form ~P  ~Q. 

This inference or Gricean generalized conversational implicature does 
not arise in the case of concessive conditionals, and an example such as (4) 
resists such an implicature, or does not invite such inferences. This is 
shown in the figure below: 

                                                           
5 I must note that I adhere to this classification preserving the term adversativity for 
connectives such as but, however, etc. As will be shown below, however, I take the view 
that conditionals such as if can also be used rhetorically to mark adversativity and 
contrast. 
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Conditionals        conditional perfection 
Concessives        conditional perfection 

 
It follows, therefore, that for a simple conditional to be interpreted as a 

concessive one, it must not license this inference.  
 
 
3έ Modern Greek connective ‘(e)an’: concessive conditional 
 
With this armoury we can now examine some cases of conditionals and 
concessives or conditional concessives of MG and compare them with 
their English counterpartsέ In this paper I will not particularly assess χχ’s 
claim about the three types of concessive connectives, an extension of 
χthanasiadou and Dirven’s (1λλθ) classification of conditionals to 
concessives.6 A rather side concern in this paper would be with the MG 
allegedly counterparts of the undifferentiated even if (table 1) expressing 
factuality in its course-of-eventness sense (CEC) only, hypotheticality 
(HC) signaling scalarity, and pragmaticity/conversationality (PC) denoting 
concession. In HC and PC uses even if is not factive according to AA. That 
even if does not have the prerogative of monopolizing concessivity in 
English is rather clear to me as it is to other researchers too (cf. Haiman 
1λιζ, Kőnig 1λκθ, Dancygier 1λλκ)έ χχ’s main point is that the three 
types of concessive even if have distinct lexical realizations in MG. 
However, the thesis put forward in AA is that the connectives in the right-
most column (table I) are adversative rather than concessive, as is the 
general view. It is helpful to have a view of the final table in AA (14) 
displaying the distribution of the English and Greek conjunctions in the 
three domains and their subtypes: 
 
Table 2: Conditional, concessive and adversative settings in English and Greek 
 

Conditionality Concession 
 

Adversativeness 

CE
C 

PC HC HC PC CEC  

if  if  if  even if even if even if although, though,  
even though 

(e)a
n 

(e)an (e)an esto ki an 
akoma ki an 

ke na 

esto ki an paroti 
ke pu 

molonoti, ki as 
 

                                                           
6 Dirven (1996) also adopts the same tripartite classification for concessive connectives of 
English. 
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In what follows I will concentrate on χχ’s claim that the ύreek if, that 

is (i)うち/(e)an, does not extend to adversativity or concessivity, but rather 
unambiguously denotes conditionality, as this is the main concern of the 
paper. On the basis of real data, I will demonstrate that, not only is this 
conditional connective used to signal adversativity as well as concession, 
but is also used in a variety of genres as a rhetorical adversarial structure. 
 
 3.1. Interrogative contexts: (《)αち as a concessive marker 
 
First, I will start with some interrogative contexts in which it has been 
noticed that the conditional connective if is prone to acquire a concessive 
meaning (Ducrot 1λιβ, Van der χuwera 1λκθ, Kőnig 1λκθ)έ ωonsider 
examples (5) and (6): 
5. ΘαΝπうなΝkてΝπとのかΝjkさΝhてυそiすうΝαちΝぬすてちかこiすν 
 ‘Will you go to work tomorrow morning if it is snowingς’ 
6. ΘαΝkてΝつαちうせαちiなΝαちΝえkとのけiなΝたすαΝφてとうΝπとふjkすたてν 

‘Would you do that again if you were fined (at least) onceς’ 7 
 

We see that the simple conditional MG connective an tends to acquire a 
concessive meaning in the interrogative context and is paraphrasable as 
(5a), just like its English translational equivalent: 
 
5a. ΘαΝπうなΝkてΝπとのかΝjkさΝhてυそiすうΝαせふたαΝせすΝαちΝぬすてちかこiすν 
 ‘Will you go to work tomorrow morning even if it is snowingς’ 
6a. ΘαΝkてΝつαちうせαちiなΝαせふたαΝせすΝαちΝえkとのけiなΝたすαΝφてとうΝπとふjkすたてν 
 ‘Would you do that even if you were fined (at least) onceς’ 
 

I may utter (5) when it is mutually known to me and the addressee that 
the road he takes to go to work is one with hairpin bends and skidding is 
likely in adverse weather conditions. I am not concerned here with an 
explanation of why if or αち in interrogative contexts gravitates towards a 
concessive meaning. My only concern is that indeed MG an can have this 
                                                           
7 Athanasiadou (at the presentation) objected that in interrogative contexts or in some of 
my examples (e)an (=if) is pragmatic and therefore exempted from her statement that 
(e)an cannot signify concession or adversativity. But it must be stressed that 
Athanasiadou (1997) does not exclude any type of (e)an (=if) in her all-sweeping 
generalization that the MG paradigmatic conditional connective does not extend to 
concessivity and adversativity. Moreover, (5) and (6), just like most of my other 
examples, are quite obviously not conversational or pragmatic cases (PC) of (e)an (=if) by 
any account or standards. It is clear that both clauses in (5) and (6) are propositions 
related at a conceptual level. So (e)an functions concessively and contrastingly or 
adversatively, as I will show, at the ideational level. (Cf. also 〈iそてへhさな, 1998). 
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meaning in such contexts and it, thus, appears an equi-valent translational 
counterpart of if, contrary to χχ’s claimέ I should only note that contextual 
assumptions seem to play a pivotal role in rendering both if and αち 
concessive in interrogative contexts. But it is also significant that the q is 
not asserted but rather questioned. One of the properties characterizing the 
concessive type of clauses in (I) is (iii), that is the presupposition or 
implication that ‘if p, then normally ~q’έ This condition is absent in simple 
conditional clauses, in which the prevalent property is that of ‘conditional 
perfection’ or the invited inference that q only if p.8 It is also absent in 
simple conditional clauses in interrogative contexts such as (7): 
7. ΑちΝkiそすせうΝえとしiki,ΝしαΝjυちiぬかjikiΝkさちΝiとiυちさkすせおΝjαなΝiとけαjかαΝihほν 
 ‘If you end up here, will you carry on with your researchς’ 
 
 3. 2. Scalarity 
 
Another class of conditional clauses with an that tend to be interpreted 
concessively are those involving scalarity as in (8): 
8. Αち(if)ΝπすiすなΝたすα けてυそすうΝせとαjか,ΝhiちΝしαΝ’としほ, 
 ‘If you have a sip of wine, I am not coming’ 
which can be paraphrased as (8a): 
 
8a. 【αすΝたすαΝけてυそすうΝせとαjかΝちαΝπすiすな,ΝhiちΝしαΝ’としほέ 

 (‘χnd one sip of wine to drink…’) 
 
This example conforms with Kőnig’s (1λκθ) concessive (irrelevance) 
conditionals in class b of (I), and more specifically, it belongs to (Ibi3). Q 
holds for the most lower value on a scale and hence it holds for all other 
values higher on this scale. Also compare (9): 
9. Αち(if)ΝおπすiΝたすαΝけてυそすうΝせとαjか,ΝさΝけυちαかせαΝkてυΝhiちΝkてΝπとふjiつiέ 
 ‘If he had a sip of wine, his wife did not notice it’ 
 
(9) is paraphrasable as (9a): 
9a. ΑせふたさΝせすΝαちΝおπすiΝたすαΝけてυそすうΝせとαjか,ΝさΝけυちαかせαΝkてυΝhiちΝkてΝπとふjiつi. 
  ‘Even if he had a sip of wine, his wife did not notice it’ 
 

                                                           
8 For an explanation, see Van der Auwera (1986). The reason why interrogative contexts 
gravitate towards concessive interpretations is probably that connected propositions of 
conditionals are usually patterned on supposedly assumed common knowledge (as their 
entailments, Kitis 1999) and are not therefore likely to be questioned: Are you going to 
joinΝyourΝhusbandΝinΝσέYέΝ[hisΝnewΝplaceΝofΝresidence]ΝifΝyouΝdon’tΝfindΝaΝjobΝthereς 
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 3. 3. (《)αち and other particles or anaphoric links 
 
Another type of conditional clauses with an that tends to acquire 
concessive meaning would be that in which the apodosis contains 
somehow the protasis either due to a gap or due to an anaphoric link. An 
optional concessive particle may also appear in such protases. 
10. 〉iちΝ iυぬおしさせiΝπてkえΝ kてΝしうちαkふΝ kてυέ ΑちΝふたのなΝ (if however)Ν えけすちiΝせうπてすαΝ

φてとうΝ しαΝ おkαちΝ kふkiΝ πてυΝ kさちΝ πおけαちΝ jkてΝ ちてjてせてたiかてΝ たiΝ せαkうけたαkαΝ jkαΝ
πそiυとうέ 

 ‘She never wished for his deathέ ψut if this ever happened it must have 
been when she was taken to hospital with broken ribs’έ  

11. Αち(if)ΝkてυなΝiかhαちΝhiちΝkてυなΝたかそさjαちέ 
 ‘If they saw them, they didn’t speak to them’έ 
 
Interestingly, αせふたさ せす αち ‘akomi ki an’ (even if), the concessive 
connective, can substitute without any meaning loss or alterations for αち 
ふたのな ‘an omos’ (if nevertheless) in (10) and (11). 
 
4έ Properties of concessive ‘(e)an’ 
 
Resorting to ぉαくそi 1, where all the properties of all types of conditional 
and concessive clauses are clearly displayed, we see that in all these 
examples characterized by a concessive meaning, there is a total absence 
of conditional perfection, on one hand, a characteristic of conditionality, 
while q is in all these cases entailed or granted, a characteristic of 
consessivity (questions exempted). Moreover, there is a presupposition or 
implicature of type (b,iii) or (c,iii), another property of concessivity (Kőnig 
1986). That MG (e)an is used concessively is not surprising in view of the 
function of its counterparts in other languages, but also as the equivalent 
AG conditional connective ei(ean)[if] was also sometimes used with a 
concessive force (Xenophon, de re equestri, l. 17) (Smyth 1920: 2379).  
 
5. Modern Greek connective ‘(e)an’μ from concession to adversativity 
 

From concession to antithesis the distance does not seem to be great. If we 
concede to a state of affairs, an event or a fact, we are not thereby 
precluded from juxtaposing it with another state of affairs as well. Witness 
(12) (real data): 
12. A: をえとiすなΝπてすαΝiかたαすΝiけほνΝ《かたαすΝけυちαかせαΝhすせさけふとてυ. 

‘Do you know who I amς I am a lawyer’s wife’ 
 〈μ Αち(if)ΝijへΝiかjαすΝけυちαかせαΝhすせさけふとてυ,ΝiけほΝiかたαすΝけυちαかせαΝけすαkとてへ. 

 ‘If you are a lawyer’s wife, I am a doctor’s wife’ 
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In (12B) αち ‘if ’ is a concessive marker introducing a clause (p) that has just 
been uttered by the previous speaker and is repeated in ψ’s turn in a 
conditional construction which has a concessive meaning. Speaker B 
accepts in her turn that χ’s husband is a lawyer, as claimed by her, but she 
juxtaposes it to another state of affairs, the fact that she is a doctor’s wifeέ 
(12B) could be paraphrased as (12a), (12b) or (12c): 
1βέ aέ δet’s accept, as you say, that your husband is a lawyerέ So whatς 

Mine is a doctor (even higher status!) 
 b. Even if you are a lawyer’s wife, I am a doctor’s wifeέ 
 cέ You may be a lawyer’s wife but I am a doctor’s wifeέ   

 
In (12B) both the p of the protasis and the q of the apodosis seem to be 
entailed by the context. This claim is substantiated if we insert the 
concessive connective omos(but, however) in the apodosis. Although 
Tzartzanos notes that an antithetical connective can precede the apodosis 
in antithetical conditional constructions, he does not mention that it can be 
precisely this concessive connective omos that can often convert a 
conditional an-clause to a concessive one. Moreover he enumerates the 
antithetical connectives ma, ala and omos, but it appears that only omos 
has this prerogative, with ma and ala acting in coordinate structures.9 This 
type of omos has a direct equivalent in English: 
13. If Berners-Lee invented the Internet, I invented spell check.  
If (13) is not granted contextually, on account of our world knowledge, 
however would do the trick: 
13a. If Berners-Lee invented the Internet, I, however, invented spell check. 
 
 While ふたのなήomos –or its translational equivalent in most context 
however- may be used in concessive contexts, it is not licensed in if-
conditional protases that are used rhetorically in an adversarial structure, 
that is, in contexts where the protasis is not granted: If Al gore invented the 
Internet I, ?however, invented spell check. Example (14), on the other 
hand, needs still, the equivalent of ふたのなήomos in some other contexts, to 
convert the conditional protasis into a concessive one: 
14. If he is rich, he is still honest,  
translated into Greek as in (14a): 
 

                                                           
9 But cf. Αち て Χかkそiと えせαねi kてυな 《くとαかてυな, たα hiち せうちてυたi kて かhすて たi kてυな 【てへとhてυな 
jおたiとαν ‘χn o Xitler ekapse tous Evreous, ma den kanoume to idio me tous Kourdous 
simeraς’ (‘If ώitler incinerated the Jews, but don’t we do the same with the Kurds 
today?’) 
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14a. (〉iち つえとのή〉iち た’iちhすαφえとiす) ]ち iかちαす πそてへjすてな, iかちαす ふたのな kかたすてなέ10 
 
The following examples attest to the factual use of an, which, moreover, is 
used in a contrastive manner to antiparathesize facts or states of affairs or 
events. An not only signifies in the realis mode, but both protasis and 
apodosis of the complex sentence denote factualities. Since it is not used 
conditionally in any sense, it is used concessively and hence antinomially. 
 
15. ΑちΝてΝΧαkこさちすせてそうてυΝhすαしえkiす,ΝπえとαちΝkのちΝπとてjふちkのちΝkてυ,ΝせαすΝkさちΝπてそへΝ

うちのしiちΝjkおとすつさ,11 てΝΠαへそてなΝΤjかたαなΝえぬiすΝkてΝhすせふΝkてυΝふπそてΝπてυΝそえけikαすΝ
】うせさなΝ】αこふπてυそてなέ (《つてυjかα, 19-9-97) 

 ‘If ωhatzinikolaou has, on top of his qualifications, a few strings to 
pull, Pavlos Tsimas has his own weapon which is called Lakis 
δazopoulosέ’ 

16. ΑちΝさΝiπαちうjkαjさΝkさなΝQuickωamΝiかちαすΝたえぬとすΝjkすけたおなΝ“αふとαkさ”,ΝkαΝたうkすαΝ
kてυΝInternetΝhiちΝし’ΝαとけおjてυちΝちαΝたπてυちΝjkさΝこのおΝたαなέ (ぉて 〈おたα, 29-6-
97) 

 ‘If Quickωam’s revolution is still “invisible”, Internet’s eyes won’t 
take long to enter our lives’έ 

17. ΑちΝけすαΝπてそそえなΝうそそiなΝぬほとiなΝkさなΝ《《ΝkてΝしえたαΝiかちαすΝkiぬちせててすせてちてたすせふ,ΝけすαΝ
たαなΝiかちαすΝしえたαΝiπすくかのjさなΝたπとてjkうΝjkてちΝkてυとせすせふΝiπiせkαkすjたふέ 

 ‘If this issue is technoeconomic for a number of other EU countries, 
for us it is an issue of survival vis-à vis Turkish imperialismέ’ 

 

                                                           
10 To the objection that (14a) does not sound so good, I would answer that it sounds as 
good as (14). However, the factuality and concessivity of its protasic if-proposition is 
confirmed, not only by omos (nevertheless), but also by the insertion of the conjunctive 
connective せαす (ke=and) as an additive focus particle in the apodosis as shown in (14b): 
Αち iかちαす πそてへjすてな, iかちαす ふたのな せαす kかたすてな. (If he is rich, he is still and(=also) honest). 
Moreover, cf. (14c): ΑちΝ hiちΝ iかちαすΝ πそてへjすてな,Ν iかちαすΝ ふたのなΝ kかたすてなέ (If he is not rich, he is 
nevertheless honest). (14c) demonstrates that the degree of concessivity depends on the 
type of the conceptual relation construed or reflected in the complex sentence. It is 
interesting to note and worthy of further research that omos(still, nevertheless), as well as 
ke(and), can be inserted in the apodoses of (e)an-conditional clauses converting them to 
conditional concessives. Cf. a current billboard ad of ntl company in UK and its 
translation in MG: (i) IfΝyourΝhomeΝisΝcomputerΝfreeΝitΝdoesn’tΝhave to be internet free. (ii) 
χnΝhenΝexeteΝcomputerΝstoΝspitiΝ sasΝdenΝ iparxiΝ loけosΝnaΝminΝexeteΝke(and) internet. The 
additive particle ke in the apodosis is necessary for the enhancement of the concessive 
meaning of the protasis. 
11 The speaker alludes to the interview with Mrs. Dimitra Papandreou-Liani secured by 
Mr. Chatzinikolaou. These examples of if-clauses may be called interpretive (Smith and 
Smith 1988) or metatextual (Dancygier 1998). However, it is worthy of note that they all 
license the insertion of the concessive particle omos(however) but not of tote(then). 
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In (15) to (17) concessive connectives αち せαす/an ke ‘if and’(even if) can 
substitute for αち/an without any significant loss or modification of meaning. 
Since αち, just like if, can signal factivity and be a reality marker, temporal 
and causal connotations are not that far away. Αち just like if, can have a 
rather temporal meaning approximating to when/otan, as in (18) and (19): 

18. TてυΝ’せαちiΝたてへkとα,ΝαちΝkてちΝえくそiπiΝjkてΝせαφiちiかてέ  
‘ώe pulled a face ifήwhenήevery time he saw him in the pubέ’ 

19. ΘαΝiつαけとすのしiかなΝαちΝjてυΝπのΝkすΝえπαしαέ   
‘You’ll be outraged ifήwhen I tell you what happened to meέ’ 

20. ΑちΝkてちΝπαちkとiへkさせiなΝせαすΝαkへぬさjiな,ΝけすαkかΝπとえπiすΝちαΝせαkさけてとiかなΝiたえちαν 
‘If you married him and have been unhappy, why should you blame it 
on meς’ 

21. 【αすΝkえそてな,ΝαちΝαせてそてへしさjαΝkさΝφのkてけとαφかα,ΝiかちαすΝけすαkかΝたiΝiちhすえφiとiέ 
‘χnd finally, if I took up photography, it was because I was interested 
in itέ’ 
(〈. ぅαjjすうな, at broadcast ｠ふjkてな, 20-11-99, TV 《ぉ3) 

 
n (20) and (21) in particular, we must note the aorist indicative in the 

protasis, which is used to signal perfectivity. The same holds for (9), (10) 
and (11). However, while in the latter the apodosis is either negated (9, 11) 
or in the inferential  tha+aorist past or past modal (10), in the former (20, 
21) the apodosis either presupposes the protasis as in (20) (in which it 
forms a felicity condition) or it is an explanation of it as in (21). 
 
5. Conditional clauses as rhetorical antinomial  constructions 
 

It is rather obvious that in the majority of the examples of the above 
section (4) the conditional an is used in a rhetorical construction acting as 
an exponent of antinomial states. I have claimed in recent work that 
temporal connectives are used as rhetorical constructions of contrast (Kitis 
forthcoming[a], Koutoupi-Kitis 2001). I would like to argue that, very 
much in the same vein, conditional constructions are frequently put to 
work in a like manner, but Tzartzanos (1λκλμιί) has ‘caught up with’ meέ 
He writes: 

«ぃてそそてか υπてしikすせてか そふけてす hiち iかちαす kかπてk’ うそそて παとう απそてか とηkοとすせοί 
kとόποす えせφとうjεωな, おkてす πてそそえな φてとえな ぬとさjすたてπてすiかkαす υπてしikすせふな そふけてな ふぬす けすα 
ちα kiしiか たすα υπふしijすな せす’ απ’ αυkお ちα iつαぬしiか えちα jυたπえとαjたα, αそそう けすα ちα 
iせφとαjkiか せうπてすて hすαちふさたα このさとふkiとα せαす παとαjkαkすせふkiとαέ»  

“Many conditional statements are little more than simple rhetorical modes of 
expression; that is, we often use a conditional statement, not because we want to 
make a supposition that will lead to a conclusion, but because we want to express 
a thought more vividlyέ”12 

                                                           
12 Cf. Smyth (1920) on vivid conditionals in AG. 
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Clearly, αち is not a conditional connective in the traditional sense in 

some of the examples examined here, as it does not introduce a hypothesis 
or a condition, but rather is used to ‘grant’, or concede, the proposition of 
the protasis as a fact beyond any doubt. The role of the concessive 
character of the protasis is to enhance the force of the apodosis. Its 
function is rhetorical and strategic rather than anything else. It can be used 
in a contrastive manner, as we have seen and as Tzartzanos notes: 
 

«…[ぇ]i えちαち υπてしikすせふ そふけて たπてとiか たi kさち υπふしijお kてυ ちα iせφとうこikαす 
παとαjkαkすせふkiとα… すjぬυとおΝαちkかしijすな πとてな kて πiとすiぬふたiちて kさな απてhふjiのなέ ぉふki 
jkさち απふhてjさ たπてとiか ちα πとてkうjjikαす せαす えちαな απ’ kてυな αちkすしikすせてへな 
jυちhえjたてυな たα,Ναそそう,Νふたのなμ ‘]ち おkαち さ ぃαちkうちαjjα πとのkてkうつすhさ, iたiかな おたαjki 
παそすてか しαそαjjてたうぬてすέ» (:70) 

“…the protasis of a conditional statement may express more vividly a strong 
contrast to the content of the apodosis. In this case it is possible for the apodosis 
to be preceded by a contrastive connective ma, ala, omos(=but)’ ‘If this was 
Pantanass’s maiden voyage, we were seasoned seafarers’έ” 

 

However, the strong contrast is not the only reason for using this type of 
construction; neither is it always due to the factual character of the protasis 
or the apodosis as the following examples witness: 
22. ΑちΝijへΝiかjαすΝえつυπちてな,ΝiけほΝkふkiΝiかたαすΝΑはちjkうすちέ 
 ‘If you ‘re intelligent, then I’m Einsteinέ’ 
23. ΑちΝkてちΝiかhiなΝijへ,ΝkてちΝiかhαΝせすΝiけほέ 
 ‘If you saw him, I saw him tooέ’ (stress indicated) 
βζέ “]ち て Μπυφふち えけとαねi えちα たiけαそiすほhiな えとけて, iπすぬiすとほちkαな ちα 

せαkαけとうねiす ji えちα くすくそかて kて jへちてそて kさな このてそてけかαな, hiち たπてとiか うとαけi 
ちα υπうとつiす えちα παとふたてすて えとけて たi αちkすせiかたiちて kさち せてすちのちかαν” Η 
φとうjさ αちおせiす jkてち Μπαそこうせ せαす jυちてねかこiす kて jぬえhすて kさな ΑちしとほπすちさなΝ
【のたのhかαな… 
‘“If ψuffon wrote a grand work, trying to record in a single book the 
complete field of zoology, can there not be a similar work (one might 
ask) in the field of sociology as wellς” This statement belongs to 
Balzac and it adumbrates the outline of ώumanΝωomedy…’” 

  

Example (22) is an instance of an indicative counterfactual. It is 
noteworthy that the substitution of ふたのな/omos(=but, however, still), the 
concessive particle, for kふki/tote ‘then’ in the apodosis only (not in the 
protasis) of (22), will convert the protasic proposition into a concessive 
one. The proposition of the protasis in (22) is not an uncontroversial 
proposition accepted by the speaker as in the other cases we have seen; 
rather it is a context proposition (Akatsuka 1986, Kay 1997), to which 
however the speaker is not (or need not be) committed. (24) is not 
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contrastive in any sense but the protasis is used rhetorically as a grounding 
mechanism for the following discourse. The factuality of the protasis in 
(24) is not sanctioned by history only (Buffon 1777) but also by its 
participial clause.  

The conditional construction is naturally used as a major premise in a 
syllogism and as such it is abundantly used in political discourse. But its 
factuality often depends on expediency: 
βηέ …αち αυkふ すjぬへiす jkすな πふそiすな せαす すjぬへiす πてそへ えちkてちα …hh iかちαす 

iちkてちふkαkて jkさち iπαとぬすαせお 《そそうhα … Κす αυkふ πとえπiす ちα jαな πの ふkす 
kて ’ぬの こおjiす …hh iπiすhお えぬの せすちさしiか πうμとα πてそへ …   

 ‘…if this is the case in the cities and it is the case and very much so 
…hh it is very evident that it is so in provincial ύreece …έ χnd (this) I 
must tell you that I have experienced it … because I have been around 
quite a lot’.  

(Κ. Καとαたαちそおな, party leader) 
 
6. MG concessive connectives reviewed 
 
In this section I will briefly review χχ’s proposed distinction between 
concessivity and adversativity with a view to challenging the tripartite 
classification suggested within the former domain for the MG connectives 
into ώω, Pω and ωEω (an extension of χthanasiadou and Dirven’s, 1λλθ, 
typology of conditionals, Table 2). However, my main objective is to 
examine the classification of MG connectives rather than the conceptual 
domains and distinctions proposedέ εoreover, χχ’s discussion is limited 
to specific examples rather than being theoretically substantial. 
 The writer argues that in CEC concessives the two propositions denote 
“real events” which “presuppose the factual character of even if which here 
can be substituted with [sic] although” (χχμ ι)έ ψut if although can 
substitute for even if in some CEC cases, so can any of the MG connectives 
which she categorizes as adversative (molonoti, ki as, and many others that 
are omitted in her discussion and final table). On the other hand, 
παとふkす/paroti, たてそてちふkす/molonoti (: 12) and  せαす πてυ/ke pu are 
interchangeable in concessive and adversative contexts, probably because a 
distinction on the grounds drawn in AA is not viable. Moreover, these 
allegedly adversative only connectives, as well as the whole gamut (all 
subtypes) of concessives, can fit the bill in what –as shown in (26)- in what 
AA calls conversational concessives categorized as PC (pragmatic) under 
concession (ぉable 2), while according to her only esto ki an is admitted to 
this class: 
βθέ Even ifήthough you’re not hungry, there’s food in the fridgeέ 
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 A sto ki an         hen pinas, iparxi faけito sto psiけioέ 
 (akoma) ki an / ke na  / ki as     minήhen pinas, iparxi faけito sto psiけioέ 
 B paroti / parolo pu/ molonoti / an ke hen pinas, iparxi faけito sto psiけioέ 
 
Examples (26B), which entail their antecedents, are acceptable, but 
become straightforwardly acceptable as a piece of naturally occurring 
conversation if one adds expressions such as ‘as you say’ or ‘now’μ 13 
 

26 i. Even though / Although you’re not hungry nowήas you say, there’s 
 food in the fridge.  
 paroti / parolo pu / molonoti /  

ki as (min)(postposed) 
hen pinas toraήopos les, 
iparxi faけito sto psiけio 

ii. Ke na pinasis, iparxi faけito sto psiけioέ  
(‘Even if you get hungry, there’s food in the fridge’) 

 
But apparently AA wants to distinguish between those connectives 

signaling factuality (B group) and those that do not (A group) of (26). But 
then we are back to square one where concession (χχ’s term) or 
concessive conditionals (Kőnig’s term), on the one hand, and 
adversativeness (χχ’s term) or concessives (Kőnig’s term) are mainly 
distinguished in terms of their entailments; while the former do not 
necessarily entail their antecedent, the latter do. Moreover, we often need 
to assume factuality of the two propositions in order for the contrast to 
emerge stronger.14 What is noteworthy, however, with regard to (26) is that 
we can have almost the whole gamut of MG concessive connectives, 
                                                           
13 From a small survey I conducted native speakers of Greek opted predominantly for αち 
せαす/an ke (although) (not mentioned or discussed in AA) when asked to fill in and 
prioritize the concessive connectives in the blank of (26). Their choice can probably be 
accounted for in terms of the predominant perception of an ke as the main concessive 
connective of MG. The insertion of kほとα/tora ‘now’, or ふπのな そiな/opos les ‘as you say’ in 
(26i) would eliminate constraints mentioned in Nikiforidou (1990) relating to direct 
concessives. The same constraints would hold in English too. Moreover, the entailment of 
(26B) can be eliminated by modalization: Αち せαす たπてとiか ちα たさち πiすちうな…Ν‘χn ke mpori na 
min pinas…’ ‘χlthoughΝ youΝ mayΝ notΝ beΝ hungry…’Ν Then (26A) and (26B) become 
semantically and pragmatically equivalent. Transliteration in this part is required to follow 
χχ’s examples and discussionέ 
14 Note the MG equivalent of IfΝyou’reΝsoΝclever,ΝwhyΝaren’tΝyouΝrichς ΑφてへήΆたαήΑちΝiかjαす 
kふjて えつυπちてな けすαkか hiち iかjαす πそてへjすてなνΝ ‘χfuήχmaήχn ise toso eksipnos けiati hen ise 
plusiosς’ Both afu(since) and ama(if/when [with a strong temporal dosage]), signifying 
temporality and hence factuality, are preferred as concessive-adversative connectives in 
this contextέ Tzartzanos (paragέ βηγ) writesμ “the adversativeness is normally expressed 
towards something that the speaker assumes as factual” (my translation)έ χlthough 
Tzartzanos is not cited in AA, it is rather transparent that her proposed distinction 
between concessives and adversatives draws on his argument that some MG concessive 
connectives express adversativity. 
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depending on the factuality assumed in the protasic proposition. Moreover, 
even group χ connectives need not signal their speaker’s lack of 
knowledge as to their addressee’s state of hunger, for as χkatsuka (1λκθ) 
noted with respect to if-clauses, a conditional clause, rather than a causal 
one, is likely to be used if a contextually given p represents newly learned 
information rather than the speaker’s own knowledgeέ 

It is more than clear that (26i, ii) are all instances of pragmatic 
conditionals (PC) according to AA, and equally clear that not only her 
distinction between the two broad domains of concession and adversativity 
is untenable, but also her tripartite distinction of the concessive domain is 
equally indefensible. 

χχ’s main reason for distinguishing between concessives and 
adversatives is that in the latter (though, even though, although) “there is 
no relation of causal or suppositional dependency between the main clause 
and the subclause”, and she speaks of an “intrinsic contrast” (AA: 10). 
However, it is not very clear what exactly she means when she talks about 
it and concludes that “χdversative settings, then, are used when speakers 
want to explain a deliberate and intrinsic contrast to the situation described 
in the main clause. While in concession the contrast may be affected and 
not hold [sic], in adversativeness, because of the intrinsic basis for 
contrast, it is always factually true” (AA: 10). 

While I can’t see what is offered towards a better understanding of this 
class of connectives other than labeling Kőnig’s (1λκθ) concessives as 
‘adversatives’, as regards the εύ connectives, which is our focus here, we 
can conclude that indeed they deserve a thorough examination before one 
makes judgements as to their admissibility to conceptual domains and 
improvised classes. Besides, when AA claims that in although, though and 
even though (her class of adversative connectives) there is no “conditional 
link because there cannot be any relation of dependency between the 
antecedent and the consequent, [t]here is only an adversative link” (1γ), 
she ignores all implicational meanings and disregards that there is a 
conventional conditional presupposed or implicated between the protasic 
proposition and the negation of the apodosis (Kőnig 1λκθ, Kay 1λλ1)έ This 
implied conditional link, called “paradoxicality” (Yamaguchi 1λκλ) 
(common in both concessive conditionals and concessives [χχ’s 
adversatives]) is the springboard for comprehending adversativeness and 
contrast (Kitis 2000, forthcoming[a]). 

Moreover, the main concessive connective αち せαす/an ke, lit. if and 
‘although’, (Tzartzanos 1989, Sidiropoulou 1990, Karantzola 1995, Holton 
et al. 1997, Kortmann 1997), which, interestingly enough, is directly 
related morphologically to the prototypical MG connective an, is not 
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discussed or mentioned, neither does it appear in χχ’s final tableέ15 
Furthermore, AA seems to be rather oblivious to the verb forms 
accompanying concessive connectives in antecedent protases. Her thesis 
that esto ki an is a concessive connective used in PC (pragmatic) and HC 
(hypothetical conditionals) contexts only to mark hypotheticality or 
unreality collapses once the same hypothetical concessive conditionals are 
coupled with different verb forms: 
 
βιέ Esto ki an tin eherne, afti ton latreveέ 

‘Even if he beat her, she adored him’έ 
 
But one might object that (27) is no longer a hypothetical conditional (HC) 
but rather a CEC one (course-of-event) (it can’t be pragmatic or 
conversational (PC)); but if this is so, then esto ki an should appear in the 
relevant class in χχ’s table and would then vitiate her claim about the 
distinguishability of MG concessive connectives.16 

There is also a host of infelicities in her treatment of even the English 
connectives; for example, with regard to although she fails to acknowledge 
the well attested thesis that its proposition is entailed or presupposed (R. 
Lakoff 1971, Halliday and Hasan 1976, Koutoupis-Kitis 1982) and tries to 
account for infelicitous sentences such as (28) in terms of a lack of 
“intrinsic contrast”μ 
 
28. i. ?Although he goes away, I will stay 
 ii . ? Although you are not hungry, there is food in the fridge. 
 

Apart from the answer to her problem entailed above in (26i), which 
would dissolve χχ’s concept of the lack of “intrinsic contrast”, a mere 
replacement of verb forms would have the same result:17 
                                                           
15 ωfέ Smyth (1λβίμ βγθλ) as regards χύμ “ωoncessive clauses are commonly formed by 
せαす [(ke=and)] in conjunction with the ií [if] or iうち [if] of conditional clauses: せαか iか 
(せiか), せαか iうち (せうち) even if, iか せαか, iうち せαか although”έ Smyth (μβγιί) continuesμ “Such 
concessive clauses are conditional, but indicate that the condition which they introduce 
may be granted without destroying the conclusion. The apodosis of concessive clauses 
thus has an adversative meaning, i.e. it states what is regarded as true notwithstanding  
(…ふたのな) what is assumed” (my emphasis)έ 
16 Cf. Tzartzanos (paragr. 253) for interchangability of せす αな/ki as and すえjkの せす αち/esto ki 
an, adversative and concessive respectively, in χχ’s termsέ 
17 Cf. Although he goes to church every Sunday, his wife stays at home to prepare the 
meal. The answer to χχ’s puzzle can be sought in Vendler (1967) or Mourelatos (1981). 
Space does not allow discussion. Similar infelicities attach to her judgement of 
implausibility of perfectly acceptable uses of sentences such as Even if I knew him, I did 
not recognize himν cfέ Dancygier’s (1998) examples: IfΝIΝhaveΝmetΝhim,ΝIΝdidn’tΝrecognizeΝ
him (27), If I ever read this book, I have forgotten it altogether (: 111). 
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29. χlthough he’s going away ή he left, I will stayέ 
 

Further, the indeterminacy of the factuality of even if is attributed to 
polysemy carrying along in its sway the MG connectives (AA: 12). All in 
all what is in essence involved in her discussion of both the English 
connectives as well as the MG ones is the notion of entailment, which is 
glossed over. Yet this notion is well attested in discussions of connectives. 
So is the notion of context-proposition (Haiman 1974, Akatsuka 1986, Kay 
1997).18 
 I think I have said enough to support the point that, while the Greek 
language affords a plethora of concessive connectives, one cannot, indeed 
should not, lightheartedly differentiate amongst them on such flimsy 
grounds and criteria as those offered in AA, especially if one does not 
make use of attested conceptual tools. 
 
7. Concluding   
 

The prototypical conditional connective of MG an has been examined here 
with a view to demonstrating that, contrary to arguments advanced relating 
to its pure conditional meaning, its meaning and function extend beyond 
conditionality to domains such as concessivity and adversativity. 
Concessive connectives of MG regarded in AA as falling within delimited 
categories have also been reviewed and shown to have been so categorized 
on untenable grounds and criteria. The key notions within the spectrum of 
epistemic stance (όillmore, 1λλί) that are detrimentally missing in χχ’s 
account are ‘context-proposition’ (which does not require the speaker’s 
commitment), as a property assigned to even if clauses, as well as 
‘entailment’ characterizing although-, even though- and though-clauses. 
These properties of protasic propositions are pivotal for a serious 
discussion of the nature of MG concessive connectives, as are implicated, 
implicit or presupposed conditional statements in the use of concessive and 
adversative statements in general (Kay 1991, Kitis forthcoming[a]). 
εoreover, I believe to have provided evidence that χχ’s account cannot 
seriously challenge current categorizations such as Kőnig’s (1986). 

It follows therefore that any further claims relating to the nature of the 
Greek culture on account of the allegedly (un)conditional purity of an and 
the categorization of concessive connectives of MG into distinct subtypes 

                                                           
18 ωfέ χχ’s battling with various impressionistic notions “negotiation or permissiveness 
or even indifference” (1β) when the well attested pragmatic notion of ‘context-
proposition’ would have solved her problem even if added little to our understanding of 
connectives. 
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of concessivity and adversativity are, to say the least, unfortunate.19 I have 
further claimed that on account of its meaning extension to realms of 
concessivity and adversativity, an(if), just like other connectives, affords 
the potential for its rhetorical use in a variety of genres. Indeed, there are 
some rhetorical uses of conditional structures a perspicuous account of 
which can be given only in terms of constructions (Kay 1991, Kitis 
forthcoming[b]). 
 

                                                           
19 One can note that in MG participial clauses or gerunds have various readings ranging 
from temporal to causal and modal depending on the conceptual relations between the two 
clauses each time. This is impossible in English where distinct connectives will each time 
translate those gerunds. Also connectives like afu can be both temporal and causal, but in 
English this connective will be variously translated as after or since. However, it is clearly 
unwise to base judgements about the ambiguity of cultures on such issues. 
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